This document provides guidance for designing an experiment to evaluate the precision performance of clinical chemistry devices; recommendations on comparing the resulting precision estimates with manufacturer’s precision performance claims and determining when such comparisons are valid; as well as manufacturer’s guidelines for establishing claims.
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Abstract

Evaluation of Precision Performance of Clinical Chemistry Devices; Approved Guideline (NCCLS Document EP5-A) provides guidance and procedures for evaluating the precision of in vitro diagnostic devices and includes recommendations for manufacturers in evaluating their devices and methods when establishing performance claims. Included are guidelines for the duration, procedures, materials, data summaries, and interpretation techniques that are adaptable for the widest possible range of analytes and device complexity. Experiments and analysis procedures presented in this document are applicable to a wide variety of methods and instrumentation. A balance is created in the document between complexity of design and formulae, and simplicity of operation. Definitions for "between day," "between run," "within run," and "total," when applied to precision, are provided.
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Foreword

Current clinical chemistry literature contains numerous examples of product evaluations. Many of these use the basic concepts that are included in this guideline. While more complex and customized experimental designs have been used for both published studies and regulatory purposes in special cases, there still appears to be a strong need in the clinical community for the basic approaches to quantitative precision assessment to be described along with their rationales.

In order to address this need, the subcommittee has drawn on the experience of users, representatives of industry, statisticians, chemists, laboratory personnel, and medical personnel for developing this guideline. The extremely wide variety of in vitro diagnostic devices currently available made it apparent to us that a single experimental design would not be appropriate for all devices. Therefore, we have constructed this guideline to give primarily conceptual guidance on the duration, procedures, materials, data summaries, and interpretation techniques that would be adaptable for the widest possible range of analytes and device complexity. We have tried to illustrate each step of the evaluation with an example of a typical experimental design.

At each step in developing this protocol, we chose carefully among the many recommendations for duration, inclusion of quality control, and methods of determining the components of precision. We have tried to create a balance in the document between complexity of design and formulae, and simplicity of operation. We have included an appendix (Appendix C) that provides guidelines for modifying the design and calculations when appropriate.

The earlier editions of EP5 were widely reviewed by the clinical laboratory testing community and generated a variety of remarks. The subcommittee thanks all for their recommendations. We carefully reviewed each comment and made changes in the document where appropriate. Not all viewpoints could be accommodated, however. Comments on EP5-T2 and subcommittee responses are included at the end of the this document. Review and comment on this edition is encouraged.

Key Words

Evaluation protocol, experimental design, medical devices, outlier, precision, quality control.
Evaluation of Precision Performance of Clinical Chemistry Devices; Approved Guideline

1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

This document provides guidelines to design an experiment to evaluate the precision performance characteristics of clinical chemistry devices. In many cases, these techniques can be used in areas other than chemistry.

When using a modification of the device, a user needs to verify that essential performance characteristics of the device have not changed. Comparison to original claimed precision performance may not be valid. Examples of typical modifications are the use of reagents, specimen sources, calibrating or control materials or operating procedures that are different from those stated in the manufacturer’s labeling (instructions for use).

1.2 Overview of the General Precision Evaluation Experiment

1.2.1 General Guidelines

Proper evaluation of an analytical device requires:

- Sufficient time to become familiar with the mechanics of operation and maintenance of the device according to the manufacturer’s instructions;
- Sufficient time to become familiar with the steps of the evaluation protocol;
- Maintenance of the device in proper quality control during the entire period of the evaluation;
- Sufficient data and an appropriate experiment that is of sufficient duration to generate adequate samples. (Data and experiment duration are critical in that precision estimates should have a sufficient number of degrees of freedom. This should properly reflect long-term performance of the device during a period of routine workload in the laboratory or for the customers); and
- Statistically valid data analysis procedures.

How “sufficient data” is defined will depend on the ultimate use for the data and how well the precision of the device is determined.

1.2.2 Device Familiarization Period

The first step is to become familiar with the device, and with all aspects of set-up, operation, maintenance, and other factors in its routine laboratory use. Users can do this after or concurrently with the training period suggested by the manufacturer.

1.2.3 Protocol Familiarization Period

The first five operating days of the precision evaluation experiment should be used to become familiar with the experimental protocol itself. While practicing the experiment, any serious problems with the device should be detected, data that may be usable at the end of the experiment collected, and preliminary acceptability tests for precision and for other performance characteristics that are not addressed in these guidelines, such as linearity, drift, etc. can be performed. A quality control program must be maintained to ensure that the results represent true performance.

1.2.4 Precision Evaluation Experiment

Once familiarity with the device is achieved, the precision evaluation experiment can be started. A minimum of 20 operating days is recommended for the precision evaluation experiment. Because day-to-day precision may be a large component of the total precision in analytic performance, performance must be evaluated long enough to ensure that total precision is adequately estimated.

During each of the testing days, two separate runs (when “runs” are an important component of the target device operating procedure) with two test samples at each of at least two levels of analyte concentration should be analyzed. In addition to the test samples, at least one quality control sample in each run should be analyzed. Use of the laboratory’s routine quality control procedures and materials (if appropriate) on the
device during the evaluation is recommended. If "runs" do not constitute an aspect of the device under consideration, then the four samples at each level should be analyzed throughout the day.

1.2.5 Completing the Precision Experiment

After this protocol familiarization period, the experiment should be continued for 15 more days. At the end of each five operating days, the control limits on a set of quality control charts should be recalculated and all data checked for acceptability. If this process identifies outliers, every attempt should be made to determine the cause of the problem. Data may not be rejected without valid justification, since this will lead to underestimation of precision performance. When the precision experiment is completed, the appropriate statistical calculations on the data are performed. If the evaluator determines that a "learning curve" affected data during the protocol familiarization period, this data may be excluded and replaced with an equal amount of data collected at the end of the originally scheduled evaluation period.

1.2.6 Comparison to Other Precision Evaluations

Other methods still sometimes used for evaluating precision consist of a single run of 20 observations (for within-run) and still sometimes single observation (or just a few) at a given concentration each day for 10 or 20 days for total imprecision (usually incorrectly calculated and erroneously labeled day-to-day precision). This method has serious drawbacks, and is specifically not recommended in this protocol.

When a single run is used to estimate within-run imprecision, there is a significant risk that the operating conditions in effect at the time of that single run may not reflect usual operating parameters, thus adversely affecting the estimate. Furthermore, there is no way to determine how representative of expected performance that single run may be. For this reason, this document recommends that within-run precision be estimated by "pooling" the within-run performance over many runs, thus insuring a more robust and representative estimate that should extrapolate to future performance under a variety of routine conditions.

For total imprecision, while the procedure recommended herein requires some cumbersome calculations, it will be independent of the number of days and runs within a day used to estimate it (which traditional methods are not); it correctly combines the effect of within-run, between-run, and between-day components of precision (which will vary in relative size from method to method), and avoids the errors in using incorrect terms (such as "day-to-day") for total imprecision.

Lack of a standard for how to adjust the correct statistical estimate of total precision for the number of observations per run and per day have, in the past, led to a multitude of misleading performance estimates by both manufacturers and laboratorians.

1.3 Statistical Power of Precision Estimates

1.3.1 Precision and Confidence

When designing an evaluation experiment, it must be decided beforehand how well the "true" precision of the device is to be determined. Each time a certain precision protocol is run, an estimate of the "true" precision of the device is obtained. When this same protocol is rerun in the same laboratory with a device that is in control, a different estimate of the precision will result even though the "true" precision is the same.

These estimates of precision might be expected to scatter around the "true" precision, and the estimates obtained from more observations to cluster more closely around the "true" precision. In a sense, more "confidence" in an estimate is based on a larger number of observations. The more "confidence" in an estimate, the more "statistical power" to detect performance that is different from the claim.

1.3.2 Statistical Comparison with Manufacturer

With this precision evaluation experiment, estimates can be compared for within-run and total precision with those from the manufacturer. The statistical power of such a
comparison can be calculated, that is, how much the estimates statistically differ from claimed performance based on the number of degrees of freedom of these estimates.

This extremely important concept can be used to illustrate that an estimate of within-run precision based on 100 degrees of freedom can detect relatively small deviations from claimed performance. Likewise, an estimate of within-run precision based on only, for example, 10 degrees of freedom will detect only major departures from claimed performance and thus, a test based on such an estimate has low statistical power.

If the estimate has 40 degrees of freedom, there is a greater statistical power and the estimate can detect smaller, though still clinically important, departures from claimed performance. This is an important aspect in the design of any evaluation experiment.

1.4 Standard Precautions

Because it is often impossible to know which might be infectious, all patient blood specimens are to be treated with standard precautions. For specific precautions for preventing the laboratory transmission of bloodborne infection from laboratory instruments and materials; and recommendations for the management of bloodborne exposure, refer to NCCLS document M29—Protection of Laboratory Workers from Instrument Biohazards and Infectious Disease andTransmitted by Blood, Body Fluids, and Tissue.

2 Device Familiarization Period

2.1 Purpose

The operation, maintenance procedures, methods of sample preparation, and calibration and monitoring functions required must be learned. Many manufacturers of clinical chemistry devices provide operator training. The device should be set up and operated in the individual laboratory long enough to understand all of the procedures involved to avoid problems during the actual evaluation of its performance. Analyzing actual sample material, including pools, controls, leftover serum (if appropriate), or any other test materials appropriate for the device should be practiced.

All possible contingencies (such as error flags, error correction, calibration, etc.) that might arise during routine operation should be carefully monitored. Data should not be collected during this period. The device familiarization period is not complete until the user can demonstrate that he/she can operate the device properly.

2.2 Duration

A five-day familiarization period is adequate for most devices. A shorter or longer period may be appropriate, depending on the complexity of the device and the skill level of the operator.

3 Protocol Familiarization Period (Users and Manufacturers)

3.1 Purpose

An evaluation experiment often involves steps not ordinarily encountered during routine laboratory conditions. To keep these unfamiliar steps from adversely affecting the results of the evaluation experiment, the experiment should be practiced for some time before starting the protocol. Use of this period will ensure understanding of the protocol. The experiment should be run as described in the next section using the regular test materials and quality control materials in the laboratory.

3.2 Duration

This protocol familiarization should be continued until data is obtained without operational difficulty for a minimum of five operating days. This period can be extended as necessary for complex devices.

3.3 Use of Data

The data collected without operational difficulty during those five or more days should be incorporated into the estimation of precision along with data collected during subsequent operation of the protocol, if in the opinion of the evaluator this data is consistent with subsequent data. All data should be subjected to quality control acceptability checks as described below.
3.4 Quality Control Procedures

When estimating precision, it should be assumed that the device is operating in a stable condition while collecting the data. To justify this assumption, the performance of the device with quality control samples should be monitored. During the protocol familiarization period, routine quality control procedures on the device should be used. The trial control limits should be calculated after completing this phase of data collection. If these trial control limits do not reasonably agree with the manufacturer’s performance claims for the device, the manufacturer should be contacted before the experiment is continued.

3.5 Additional Evaluations

While practicing the experiment, other features of the device can be checked. Linearity, recovery, or any other feature not discussed in these guidelines can be tested. These tests should be used to see if there are any serious problems with the device. If there are any problems, the manufacturer should be contacted to determine the cause of the problem. The decision of whether the device is acceptable should not be made solely on the basis of these limited, preliminary tests.

3.6 Preliminary Precision Test

At or near the end of the protocol familiarization period, an initial test of within-run precision should be conducted. Twenty aliquots of an appropriate test material (or a complete "batch" if less than 20) should be assayed in sequence. The standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the results should be calculated. If a considerable discrepancy from expected results is found, the manufacturer should be contacted and no further testing should be conducted until the problem is solved. It should be emphasized that this single run test is not sufficient to judge the acceptability of the device. It can only identify problems that should be solved before continuing the evaluation. This data is used only for this one-time verification.

4 Precision Evaluation Experiment

4.1 Components of Precision

The objective of the precision evaluation experiment is to estimate the total precision of the device. Intuitively, total precision is the variability of the device when used over an indefinitely long period. To some degree, several sources of variability contribute to this long-term precision. Generally, it is sufficient to design the experiment so that all these sources will influence the total precision estimate without trying to determine the relative size of each source or component. Terms used to describe the time-related components of total precision include:

- Within-run
- Between-run
- Within-day
- Day-to-day (also called between-day).

Of these, the within-run precision component and the total precision are generally of most interest. The experiment described in this section was designed to provide estimates of the total precision and within-run precision of the device during operation in the laboratory. It was not attempted to incorporate in this experiment separate estimates of other possibly significant sources of variability such as calibrator or reagent lot differences or technologist/operator differences, but suggested that manufacturers include such factors. Included, but not estimated individually, are other factors that influence precision (e.g., sample preparation, test material stability, carryover, and drift; refer to NCCLS document EP10—Preliminary Evaluation of Quantitative Clinical Laboratory Methods).

4.2 Reagents and Calibration Materials

A single lot of reagents and calibration materials may be used for the entire protocol, but interpretation (and explicit labeling, when appropriate) of results must include this fact, and results may underestimate true long-term total imprecision. Introducing several lots of these materials will increase the observed variability, and although the experiment does not allow for separately estimating the effects of these factors as described herein, may better
represent the real precision performance of the device.

4.3 Test Materials

4.3.1 Matrix

The test materials should be selected to simulate the characteristics of the appropriate clinical specimens. Stable frozen pools are preferred when appropriate and possible. When necessary, stable, commercially available, protein-based materials may be used.

4.3.2 Concentrations

Test materials should be chosen carefully by considering several criteria. Two concentrations are recommended, although more may be used.

Concentrations that span a significant portion of the analytic (reportable) range of the device whenever possible should be selected. If more than two concentrations are available, additional concentrations as close as possible to the "medical decision levels" used in the laboratory should be chosen. To compare evaluation results to published performance claims, concentrations that correspond to the levels in those claims should be chosen.

4.4 Number of Runs and Days

4.4.1 General Guidelines

The experiment and calculations described in this document are one example of an evaluation design. This experiment and its calculations are an example of a balanced design (a fully nested Model II ANOVA), which is appropriate for most clinical chemistry systems and devices. Other designs may be more appropriate for specific systems, but the required calculations and statistical interpretations will be different.

The precision evaluation experiment requires a sufficient amount of data so that the estimates of precision properly reflect the true precision parameters of the device. A minimum of 20 acceptable operating days is generally necessary to achieve this result, except in situations where this is known not to be a factor. During the first five days of the experiment, the user should become familiar with the protocol as described in Section 3.0.

A short-run method has a run duration of less than 2 hours, while a long-run method (such as RIA) has a considerably longer "run," generally done once per shift. For long-run methods, the one run per day procedure in Appendix C should be used; for short-run procedures, the evaluation samples may be tested anywhere in the run. For the purposes of the analysis of variance, an evaluation run is a discrete time period of data collection designed to enable the estimation of variability (or drift) within a day. For some devices, such as random-access, discrete, or unitary devices, the concept of a "run" may not be appropriate. In this case, samples should be run randomly throughout a working shift to simulate the actual operation of the device.

4.4.2 Specific Procedures

See sections 1.2.2 (Device Familiarization Period) and 1.2.3 (Protocol Familiarization Period) for initial steps in the evaluation process.

The following steps shall be taken within each day:

1. Analyze two runs or batches.

2. If a run must be rejected because of quality control procedures or operating difficulties, conduct an additional run after an investigation is conducted to identify and correct the cause of the problem.

3. Within each run or batch, analyze two aliquots of test material for each concentration used.

4. Include in each run the quality control samples ordinarily used to judge the acceptability of the run or day.

5. Change the order of analysis of test materials and quality control samples for each run or day.

6. To simulate actual operation, include at least ten patient samples in each run whenever possible.
(7) Separate the runs performed each day by a minimum of two hours.

4.5 Recording the Data

Appendix A contains examples of data recording sheets to summarize data. This type of summary is valuable in the statistical analysis described below. If the number of runs, days, or observations is changed, a similar sheet should be created, the resulting data transcribed onto it, and the necessary calculations adjusted accordingly.

4.6 Quality Control Procedures

4.6.1 General Guidelines

Normal quality control procedures should be conducted during the precision evaluation experiment. At least one quality control sample at an appropriate concentration in each run should be included. If two or more concentrations for quality control are ordinarily used, this method should be continued throughout the evaluation experiment.

4.6.2 Statistical Quality Control Charts

Preliminary statistical quality control charts should be set up for the device at the end of the protocol familiarization period (i.e., the first five acceptable days of the precision data collection period). The following procedure should be followed:

(1) Calculate the center lines, warning limits, and out-of-control limits from these initial data according to usual practices.

(2) Plot all subsequent quality control data on the charts.

(3) If at any point an out-of-control condition is detected, determine the cause, eliminate the offending point, and then repeat the run. It is suggested since there is low statistical power with these preliminary estimates, that ±3 S.D.s be used as indications for investigation, and ±4 S.D.s be used for rejection.

(4) After each of the five days of data collection, recalculate the center lines and control limits of each chart from all acceptable data collected thus far.

(5) If the previously acceptable results are now unacceptable, continue the precision experiment to obtain the proper number of days.

(6) Maintain a record of the number of rejected runs.

4.7 Detection of Outliers

A detection criterion for outliers must be defined to use during the precision evaluation experiment. The detection criterion is needed to be certain that operational problems will not unduly distort the resulting data and precision estimates.

Assuming appropriate quality control procedures will be used during the experiment, a fairly weak (low power) test is suggested to detect gross outliers in the data. The outlier test is derived from the data collected during the preliminary precision test. Data collected during each run of the precision evaluation experiment are in pairs (duplicates). The following test should be used:

(1) If the absolute value of the difference between the replicates exceeds 5.5 times the standard deviation determined in the preliminary precision test (see Section 3.6), the pair should be rejected.

(2) If such an outlier is found, the cause of the problem should be investigated, and the run repeated for that analyte. The value 5.5 is derived from the upper 99.9% value of the Studentized range. NOTE: This test should be used when the concentration of the preliminary test material is reasonably close to the concentration of the evaluation test material.

The evaluator may wish to schedule additional days of evaluation at the outset of the investigation, to allow for potential run rejections, if needed. If more that 5% of the runs need to be rejected and no assignable cause can be found, then the investigator should consider the possibility that the device is not sufficiently stable to allow a valid variability assessment.
4.8 Statistical Computations for Precision

After collecting the data and transcribing them onto an appropriate recording sheet, the calculations described in this section should be performed. A sample completed recording sheet can be found in Appendix B, along with the associated calculations. Separate calculations should be performed for each concentration, and all data checked against the outlier criteria described in Section 4.7.

4.8.1 Within-Run Precision Estimate

The estimate of within-run precision is derived from the following formula:

\[
S_{wr} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{j=1}^{2} (X_{ij1} - X_{ij2})^2}{4I}}
\]  

(1)

where:

I = total number of days (generally 20)

j = run number within day (1 or 2)

\(X_{ij1}\) = result for replicate 1, run j on day i

\(X_{ij2}\) = result for replicate 2, run j on day i.

Two results are needed on each of two runs for every day to use the above formula. If only one run is available on a given day, that run should not be used with this formula. See Appendix C for formulas to use when there is only one run on each day. As long as there are no more than 10% of the evaluation days with missing runs (i.e., only one run) in the two-run-per-day experiment, the resulting statistical calculations will be valid.

4.8.2 Total Precision Estimates

Several quantities are required to determine total precision estimates. The calculations below will be needed:

\[
A = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{I} (\bar{X}_{i1} - \bar{X}_{i2})^2}{2I}}
\]  

(2)

where:

I = number of days (with two runs)

\(\bar{X}_{i1}\) = average result run 1, day i (average of the two replicates)

\(\bar{X}_{i2}\) = average result run 2, day i (average of the two replicates).

\(A\) is calculated by squaring the difference between the first run analysis average and the second run analysis average for each day, summing up these quantities for all days, dividing by 2I and taking the square root. This calculation data from a day with only one run should not be included.

The second quantity is:

\[
B = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{I} (\bar{X}_{i} - \bar{X}_{..})^2}{1 - 1}}
\]  

where:

I = number of days

\(\bar{X}_{i}\) = average of all results day i

\(\bar{X}_{..}\) = average of all results.

This is the standard deviation of the daily means, as identified in Data Sheet #3 in Appendix A.

The following is calculated as:

\[
S_{dd}^2 = B^2 - A^2 / 2
\]

\[
S_{rr}^2 = A^2 - S_{wr}^2 / 2
\]

(set to 0 if negative).

Setting the (possibly) negative variance components to zero follows a widely used convention in statistics. If these calculations are performed with a software package, adherence to the above convention should be assured.

The estimate of total precision is then calculated with the following standard deviation formula:

\[
S_T = \sqrt{S_{dd}^2 + S_{rr}^2 + S_{wr}^2}
\]  

(4)

A different result will be obtained from this formula for \(S_T\) from that obtained by calculating the standard deviation of all data observed (without regard to day or run). The above formula is the correct way to estimate the total
precision SD because it properly weights the between-day, between-run, and within-run components. The coefficient of variation corresponding to this estimate of total precision standard deviation should be calculated by dividing \( S^2 \) by the analyte concentration of the test material and multiplying by 100. The result should be expressed as a percentage.

**NOTE:** Use these quantities \( A \) and \( B \) to estimate within-day and day-to-day components of precision. (See Appendix C.)

### 4.9 Comparison with Manufacturer’s Claims or Other Performance Criteria

The precision estimates obtained in the previous section should be compared to performance claims for the precision of the device. The chi-square \( (X^2) \) statistic as described below should be used. To use this method, the performance claim is expressed as a point estimate (i.e., a standard deviation). The within-run and total precision estimates should be compared separately.

#### 4.9.1 Within-Run Precision Comparison

The performance claim standard deviation \( \sigma_{\text{wr}} \) should be denoted. The chi-square test uses the square of both the user’s and manufacturer’s estimates of within-run precision. The number of "degrees of freedom" associated with \( S^2_{\text{wr}} \) (the user’s estimated within-run variance) must be known to perform this test. In the experiment described in this protocol, \( S^2_{\text{wr}} \) will have as many degrees of freedom as there were data pairs (replicates within runs) used to calculate it. Thus, this will be equal to the number of runs during the experiment, which will be denoted \( R \) below. The test involves calculating the following:

\[
X^2 = \frac{S^2_{\text{wr}} \cdot R}{\sigma^2_{\text{wr}}} \quad (5)
\]

where:

- \( S^2_{\text{wr}} \) = square of the user’s estimated within-run standard deviation
- \( \sigma^2_{\text{wr}} \) = square of the manufacturer’s claim of within-run standard deviation

\( R \) = the total number of runs (degrees of freedom for \( S^2_{\text{wr}} \)).

The calculated \( X^2 \) should be compared with a statistical table of \( X^2 \) values, using the upper 95% critical value with \( R \) degrees of freedom (see Table 1). If the calculated value is less than this table value, then the estimate is not significantly different from the claimed value, and this part of the precision claim is accepted.

**NOTE:** The estimate may be larger than the manufacturer’s claim, and still not be significantly different.

#### 4.9.2 Comparison of Total Precision Estimate

A chi-square test similar to that described above should be used to compare the estimate of total precision to that claimed by the manufacturer, or to that required by the medical application at the user’s institution. Unlike the within-run estimate, however, computing the exact number of degrees of freedom for \( S^2 \) involves a complicated calculation. Because of the structure of the protocol, the user cannot assume that all observations are independent, a necessary assumption before the customary estimate for degrees of freedom (total number observations - 1 can be used). The formula below for \( T \) degrees of freedom for \( S^2 \) takes into account this lack of independence.

Let:

- \( \text{ME} = S^2_{\text{wr}} \) (mean square for within-run)
- \( \text{MR} = 2A^2 \) (mean square for runs)
- \( \text{MD} = 4B^2 \) (mean square for days)

where:

\( S_{\text{mr}}, A \) and \( B \) are defined in Section 4.7(2).

Then,

\[
T = \frac{1}{\frac{2ME^2 + MR^2 + MD^2}{I - 1}} \quad (6)
\]

The nearest integer to this calculated value should be used as the appropriate degrees of freedom for \( S^2 \).

Using this value, the appropriate statistic is as follows:

\[
X^2 = \frac{S^2_{\text{T}} \cdot T}{\sigma^2_{\text{T}}} \quad (7)
\]

where:
\[ S^2_T = \text{square of user's estimate of total standard deviation} \]
\[ \sigma^2_T = \text{square of manufacturer's claim of total standard deviation, or medically required standard deviation} \]
\[ T = \text{degrees of freedom for } S_T. \]

If the calculated \( X^2 \) is less than the critical upper 95\% \( X^2 \) value, (from Table 1), the precision performance as indicated by the total precision estimate is acceptable.

If the calculated \( X^2 \) is greater than the critical upper 95\% \( X^2 \) value, the precision performance is not within the claimed limits, or is not acceptable for the defined medical application.

The user's estimate can be larger than the SD claimed by the manufacturer and still be acceptable. Since the user experiment is based on a limited number of observations, there are expected sampling errors of the calculated \( S_{w\prime} \) and \( S_w \) around the true values. The larger the user experiment, the closer the estimates will be to the true value. The chi-square test is used to determine if your estimates are significantly larger than those provided by the manufacturer.

Including a list of analyte specific "acceptable" standard deviations is not within the scope of this document. It is suggested that the medical staff of the user's institution be consulted or the technical literature examined to develop an appropriate numerical definition or standard for acceptable standard deviation of each analyte.

5 Use of These Guidelines by Manufacturers to Establish Precision Performance

5.1 Factors to be Considered

The experiment described in this document can be used by manufacturers to establish precision performance claims for within run, total standard deviations (point estimates), and coefficients of variation. However, the goal of the manufacturer should be to establish these point estimates with sufficient rigor so that they will be valid over a wide variety of operating environments that individual users may encounter in the routine use of the method, device, or instrument.

The manufacturer may choose to employ a single reagent lot, calibration cycle, device, and operator for a minimum of 20 days to estimate total precision. This approach minimizes the effects of factors which increase long term imprecision, and increases the risk that individual users may not be able to achieve similar results in their laboratories. This risk may be reduced by incorporating multiple devices, operators, reagent lots, calibrator lots and calibration cycles (if appropriate), which will generally increase the precision standard deviation. Including additional sources of variation should better reflect the range of results that will be experienced by customers.

If these experiments are used by manufacturers to establish precision claims, the resulting labeling must include a statement as to the number of days, runs, devices, operators, calibration cycles, calibrator lots, and assay reagent lots that were included in the evaluation.

5.2 Incorporating Multiple Factors

Two approaches are available for incorporating the effects of multiple factors in the data. The first method is to perform the basic two runs-per-day experiment described in this document, but using multiple reagent lots, calibration cycles, operators, and instruments over the course of the 20 or more days of the evaluation experiment. The data may be analyzed and summarized according to the formulas provided, but will now reflect the influence on precision performance of those factors which were incorporated into the design of the experiment. The estimates will then better reflect the range of precision likely to be experienced in users' laboratories.

The second method permits the use of multiple instruments providing more than two runs per day. In this situation, the general nested analysis of variance should be used to determine the components of variance that pertain to each individual instrument, incorporating multiple reagent and calibrator lots, calibration cycles, and operators. The estimates for each instrument may then be "pooled" to create the precision performance
claims, or results may be presented individually. This pooling may be done ONLY when each instrument is evaluated with multiple operators, reagent lots and calibrator lots, not when there is only one such factor level per device. This method will reflect variations in precision performance between different instruments without incorporating the actual instrument-to-instrument component which would not be applicable to single-instrument users. The exact calculations for this general procedure are beyond the scope of this document but may be found in standard references on the analysis of variance.

It must be noted that regulatory agencies may require identification, evaluation and estimation of variance components beyond those employed in a user precision evaluation when this guideline is employed by manufacturers. In cases where additional components need evaluation, it is suggested that a statistician be consulted for appropriate experimental designs.

5.3 Format for Statement of Claims

Labeled claims for precision performance must include the following information, except where noted as optional:

- Concentrations at which claim is made.
- Point estimates (single value parameter estimate) of within-run precision standard deviation.
- Within-run percent coefficient of variation (optional).
- Point estimate of total precision standard deviation.
- Total precision percent coefficient of variation (optional).
- Confidence intervals on within-run and total standard deviation (optional).
- Actual number of days involved in experiment, and number of sites.
- Actual total number of runs (if applicable).
- Total number of observations (optional).
- Number of instruments/devices used in the evaluation, and how results were pooled.
- Number of reagent lots.
- Number of calibration cycles and calibration lots.
- The terms "run-to-run," "between-run," "day-to-day," and "between-day" should not be used anywhere in precision performance claims statements because of the ambiguity involved in their interpretation and calculation.
- A manufacturer may elect to include a table of expected maximum observed standard deviation (tolerance limit) for the within-run and total precision S.D.s, indexed by degrees of freedom (df). This will provide the user of the method with a benchmark to indicate that small verification experiments may result in calculated estimates slightly higher than the published SD point estimate and still demonstrate statistically equivalent precision (for within and total). Table 2 may be used for the multipliers of the claimed SDs to create a table that may look like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>df for User Experiment</th>
<th>Acceptable SD Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The purpose of such a table in a labeling claim would be to simply illustrate the sometimes-confusing fact that a user verification estimate can sometimes be higher than the published SD point estimate, and still verify the claim.
Table 1. Critical Values of Chi-Square

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DF of User Variance Estimate</th>
<th>95% Critical Value</th>
<th>99% Critical Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>44.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>63.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>76.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>88.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>100.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>106.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>100.7</td>
<td>111.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>101.9</td>
<td>112.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>113.1</td>
<td>124.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>124.3</td>
<td>135.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Tolerance Factors for User SD Estimates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>df for User SD Estimates</th>
<th>Upper 95% Tolerance Limit for 95% of User Estimates*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Multiply point estimate from manufacturer experiment by this factor to obtain the upper tolerance limit.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_{wr}$</td>
<td>estimate of within-run standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$</td>
<td>total number of days (generally 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J$</td>
<td>number of runs within day (generally 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{ijk}$</td>
<td>result for run j on day i (result of replicate k on run j on day i; generally k = 1 or 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{X}_{i.}$</td>
<td>average result of the replicates for run 1, day i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{X}_{.i}$</td>
<td>average of all results day i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{X}_{..}$</td>
<td>average of all results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>standard deviation of the run means</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>standard deviation of the daily means</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{dd}$</td>
<td>estimate of between day standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{rr}$</td>
<td>estimate of between run standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_T$</td>
<td>estimate of total precision standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{wr}$</td>
<td>performance claim within-run standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>total number of runs (degrees of freedom for $S_{wr}^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>degrees of freedom for $S_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>mean square for within-run (error)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>mean square for runs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>mean square for days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_T$</td>
<td>manufacturer’s claim of total standard deviation or medically required standard deviation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
References


Appendix A. Sample Data Recording Sheets

Operator___________________

DATA SHEET #1. Precision Evaluation Experiment

Concentration _______________ Reagent Source/Lot____________________
Analyte______________________ Calibrator Source/Lot_________________
Device_______________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run 1</th>
<th>Run 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
<td>Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
<td>Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day #</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>Run 1</th>
<th>Run 2</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# DATA SHEET #2. Precision Evaluation Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day #</th>
<th>Run 1 (Rep1 - Rep2)^2</th>
<th>Run 2 (Rep1 - Rep2)^2</th>
<th>( (\text{Mean Run 1} - \text{Mean Run 2})^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sums** (1) (2) (3)
DATA SHEET #3.

Using results labeled (1), (2), and (3) from Data Sheet #2.

Section

4.7.1

\[ S_{wr} = \sqrt{\frac{(1) + (2)}{4I}} = \text{_____} \]

where \( I = \text{number of days} \)

4.7.2

\[ A = \sqrt{\frac{(3)}{2I}} = \text{_____} \]

from Data Sheet #1

\[ B = \text{Standard deviation of "Daily Means"} = \text{______} \]

4.7.2

\[ S_T = \sqrt{\frac{2B^2 + A^2 + S_{wr}^2}{2}} = \text{_____} \]

Calculation of \( T \) (degrees of freedom for total standard deviation estimate)

\[ ME = S_{wr}^2 = \text{______} \quad MR = 2A^2 = \text{______} \quad MD = 4B^2 = \text{______} \]

\[ T = \frac{I(2ME + MR + MD)^2}{2ME^2 + MR^2 + \frac{I}{I - 1} MD^2} \]

= \text{______} \quad \text{(rounded to nearest integer)} \]
DATA SHEET #4. Precision Evaluation Experiment Comparison to Claims

1. **Within-Run Precision**

   User Concentration Level = __________

   User SD __________  Claim Concentration Level = __________

   User Variance (SD²) __________  Degrees of Freedom (R) __________

   Performance Claim SD __________

   Variance (SD²) __________

   (A) \((\text{User Variance} \div \text{Claim Variance}) \cdot R\) = __________

   (B) Critical Chi-square (from Table 1) __________

     Claim Rejected \((A > B)\) __________

     Claim Accepted \((A \leq B)\) __________

1. **Total Precision**

   User Concentration Level = __________

   User SD __________  Claim Concentration Level = __________

   User Variance (SD²) __________  Degrees of Freedom (T) __________

   Performance Claim SD __________

   Variance (SD²) __________

   (A) \((\text{User Variance} \div \text{Claim Variance}) \cdot T\) = __________

   (B) Critical Chi-square (from Table 1) __________

     Claim Rejected \((A > B)\) __________

     Claim Accepted \((A \leq B)\) __________

**Note:** "SD" means standard deviation, and refers to the \(S_{\text{calculated}}, S_{T}\) (calculated), or manufacturer claim.
Appendix B. Example of Completed Sample Data Recording Sheets

Operator ___________________

DATA SHEET #1. Precision Evaluation Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Reagent Source/Lot</th>
<th>AA—Lot 87011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analyte</td>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>Calibrator Source/Lot</td>
<td>AA—Lot 87011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device</td>
<td>XYZ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day #</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Run 1</th>
<th>Run 2</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Daily Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>245.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>240.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7/10</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7/11</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>247.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7/14</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>241.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7/15</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>246.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>244.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7/17</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>244.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7/18</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>244.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7/21</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7/22</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>244.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>7/23</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>248.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>7/24</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>248.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>7/25</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>245.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>7/28</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>7/29</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>240.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>7/30</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>242.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>7/31</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>239.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>8/1</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8/4</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>243.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DATA SHEET #2. Precision Evaluation Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyte/Concentration</th>
<th>Glucose/High</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>XYZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day #</th>
<th>Run 1 (Rep1 — Rep2)^2</th>
<th>Run 2 (Rep1 — Rep2)^2</th>
<th>(Mean Run 1 — Mean Run 2)^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>56.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>12.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sums: (1) 289, (2) 343, (3) 281.00
DATA SHEET #3.

Using results labeled (1), (2), and (3) from first calculation sheet (B1):

\[ S_{wr} = \sqrt{\frac{(1) + (2)}{4I}} = 2.81 \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(B1)}

where \( I \) = total number of days

\[ A = \sqrt{\frac{3}{2I}} = 2.65 \]

\[ B = \text{Standard deviation of "Daily Means"} = 2.34 \]

\[ S_T = \sqrt{\frac{2B^2 + A^2 + S_{wr}^2}{2}} = 3.60 \]

Calculation of \( T \) (degrees of freedom for total standard deviation estimate): (B2)

\[ ME = S_{wr}^2 = 7.90 \quad MR = 2A^2 = 14.0450 \quad MD = 4B^2 = 21.9024 \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(B2)}

\[ T = \frac{I (2ME + MR + MD)^2}{2ME^2 + MR^2 + \frac{1}{I-1} MD^2} \]

\[ = 64.76 \text{ (estimates will vary slightly due to rounding error)} \]

\[ = 65 \text{ (rounded to nearest integer)} \]
DATA SHEET #4. Precision Evaluation Experiment Comparison to Claims

1. **Within-Run Precision**  
   User Concentration Level = Gluc/High

   User SD 2.81  
   Claim Concentration Level = 240 mg/dL

   User Variance (SD²) 7.90  
   Degrees of Freedom (R) 40

   Performance Claim SD 2.5

   Variance (SD²) 6.25

   (A) (User Variance ÷ Claim Variance) • R = 50.56

   (B) Critical Chi-square (from Table 1) 55.8
      Claim Rejected (A > B) ________
      Claim Accepted (A ≤ B) √

1. **Total Precision**  
   User Concentration Level = Gluc/High

   User SD 3.60  
   Claim Concentration Level = 240 mg/dL

   User Variance (SD²) 12.96  
   Degrees of Freedom (T) 65

   Performance Claim SD 3.4

   Variance (SD²) 11.56

   (A) (User Variance ÷ Claim Variance) • T = 72.65 (note: answers may vary slightly due to rounding of intermediate results)

   (B) Critical Chi-square (from Table 1) 84.8
      Claim Rejected (A > B) ________
      Claim Accepted (A ≤ B) √

**Note:** "SD" means standard deviation, and refers to the S_u (calculated), S_T (calculated), or manufacturer claim.
Appendix C. Additional Statistical Considerations

C1 Modifications for One Run Per Day

For some devices, only one run per day may be needed. Correct and useful estimates of within-run and total precision standard deviations for the device can still be obtained. However, the separation of total precision into between-day and between-run, within day components is not possible. The estimate of the within-run precision standard deviation should be calculated from the following formula:

\[ S_{wr} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{I} (X_{i1} - X_{i2})^2}{2I}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (C1)

where:

- \( I \) = total number of days (generally 20)
- \( X_{i1} \) = result for replicate 1 on day \( i \)
- \( X_{i2} \) = result for replicate 2 on day \( i \).

The procedures and specifics of the general protocol as described in the main document should be followed except for running only one run per day instead of two. **Note:** There are only half as many degrees of freedom in this estimate as there are with two runs per day.

C1.1 Increasing Degrees of Freedom

Two methods may be used to modify the protocol to increase the number of degrees of freedom for the within-run precision estimate.

C1.1.1 Increase Length of Experiment

The number of days in the experiment may be increased, continuing to run only two aliquots of precision test material per run. The formula above may still be used for calculations. A minimum of 30 days is recommended.

C1.1.2 Increase Number of Aliquots

More than two aliquots of material within each run for the 20 days may be analyzed. If this method is used, the within-run standard deviation should be calculated from the following formula:

\[ S_{wr} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (X_{ij} - \bar{X}_i)^2}{I \cdot (N - 1)}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (C2)

where:

- \( I \) = total number of days
- \( N \) = number of replicate analyses per run
- \( X_{ij} \) = result on replicate \( j \) in run on day \( i \)
- \( \bar{X}_i \) = average (mean) of all replicates on day \( i \).

The number of degrees of freedom in this estimate is then \( I \) times the number of replicates per run minus 1 \([I \cdot (N - 1)]\). Each run must contain the same number of replicates for this formula to be appropriate. **Note:** Factor 2 does not appear in the denominator, as now this formula uses the sum of squared deviations from the run mean, as opposed to the convenient shortcut of duplicate observation differences used in previous formulas (appropriate for only two observations).
C1.2 Total Precision Standard Deviation

The total precision standard deviation estimates should be calculated with the following formulas. With only one run per day, the procedure differs somewhat from the formula described in the main protocol.

Calculate:

\[ B = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{I} \frac{(\bar{X}_i - \bar{X})^2}{I-1}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (C3)

where:
- \( I \) = number of days
- \( \bar{X}_i \) = average replicates on day \( i \)
- \( \bar{X} \) = average of all results over all days.

C1.2.1 Standard Error

\( B \) is the standard deviation of the daily means (generally called the standard error of the daily means). When only one run per day is performed, the estimate combines the between-day and between-run components of precision. This formula should be used regardless of the number of days or the number of replicates.

C1.2.2 Total Standard Deviation

The estimate of the total precision standard deviation from the quantity \( B \) calculated above, and the within-run standard deviation estimate \( S_{wr} \), is as follows:

\[ S_T = \sqrt{B^2 + \frac{N-1}{N} S_{wr}^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (C4)

where:
- \( N \) = number of replicates per run
- \( B \) = standard deviation of daily means
- \( S_{wr}^2 \) = within-run variance estimate (standard deviation squared).

This formula can be used regardless of which method is used to increase the number of observations for within-run precision (additional days or additional replicates per run).

C1.2.3 Satterthwaite’s Equation

Use Satterthwaite’s equation to calculate the proper number of degrees of freedom for \( S_T \) (the number of degrees of freedom for \( S_T \) is denoted \( T \) in Section 4.8.2). This is the only way to obtain the proper value for use in the chi-square test of claims described in Section 4.8.2. Use the following procedure:

\[ ME = S_{wr}^2 \] \hspace{1cm} (mean square for within run)
\[ MD = N \cdot B^2 \] \hspace{1cm} (mean square for both runs and days)
Then, calculate $T$ as:

$$T = \frac{((N - 1)ME + MD)^2}{(N - 1)ME^2 + \frac{MD^2}{I - 1}}$$

(C5)

Use the nearest integer to this quantity as the appropriate degrees of freedom for $S_r$.

C2 Other Estimates Available and Derivation of Formulas

Terminology that describes day-to-day or within-day precision has created confusion. Often "day-to-day" is erroneously used to mean total precision over a long period of time. Additional confusion results because the parameters of the components of precision are independent of the type of experiment, while the calculations for these estimates differ greatly depending on the number of observations per run, runs per day, and number of days.

C2.1 Between-Day Precision

Statistically, day-to-day (more appropriately called between-day) precision is the (adjusted) standard deviation of the daily means, after removing the effects of within-run and between-run, within-day variability, on the daily averages. Think of it as an estimate of the variability of daily averages that you would expect if you could perform an infinite number of observations each day. If you conduct a single run each day, you can demonstrate that the variance of the daily averages has the following expected value:

$$\text{Var} (\bar{X}) = \frac{1}{I - 1} \sum_{i=1}^{I} (\bar{X}_i - \bar{X}_.)^2$$

(C6)

where:

\begin{align*}
\bar{X}_i &= \text{average result on day } I \\
\bar{X}_. &= \text{average of all results on all days} \\
I &= \text{total number of days} \\
\sigma_{dd}^2 &= \text{true (adjusted) between-day variance} \\
\sigma_{wr}^2 &= \text{true within-run variance} \\
N &= \text{number of replicates per run.}
\end{align*}

As the number of replicates per run increases, the closer the estimate will be to the true parameter (i.e., the within-run precision will have a lesser influence on the estimate). The quantity called $B$ cannot be used on the protocol to estimate the between-day precision. An adjustment must be made to this quantity for it to be useful. The adjustment/estimation procedure depends on the number of runs per day and the number of observations per run, but not on the number of days used in the protocol (except in the proper calculation of the original estimates).
C2.2 Two Runs Per Day

For two runs per day and two observations per run, as described in the main protocol, the quantities $A$ and $B$ from Section 4.7 (2) should be used to derive the following additional estimates:

Between-day standard deviation:

$$S_{dd} = \sqrt{B^2 - \frac{A^2}{2}}$$  \hfill (C7)

The quantity $S_{dd}$ is the estimate of the "true" adjusted between-day standard deviation, $\sigma_{dd}$.

Between-run, within-day standard deviation:

$$S_{rr} = \sqrt{A^2 - \frac{S_{wr}^2}{2}}$$  \hfill (C8)

If working with a new device, it may be useful to calculate these estimates for a better picture of the factors influencing the observed precision.

C2.3 Single Run Per Day

For a single run per day and two or more observations per run as described in this appendix, the procedure is somewhat different. The between-day and between-run components of precision cannot be separated. The quantity called $B$ in this case measures the sum of these two components. The only thing to do is to remove the effect of within-run variability from the estimate by calculating the following ($N$ is the number of replicates/run):

$$S_{dd} = \sqrt{B^2 - \frac{S_{wr}^2}{N}}$$  \hfill (C9)

**Note:** The interpretation of the quantity $S_{dd}$ is now the sum of the between-day and between-run within-day effects.

Also, in some instances, the quantity under the radical above may be negative, which can occur if the between-day true component value is small. If this occurs, then the estimate $S_{dd}$ should be set to 0 (zero). This same caution should be applied to the estimates calculated above for two runs per day.
DATA CALCULATION SHEET #1. Precision Evaluation Experiment

One Run per Day

Analyte/Concentration: Glucose/High  
Device: XYZ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day #</th>
<th>Run Variance ($S^2_{wr}$)</th>
<th>Run Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>242.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>244.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>243.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>251.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>248.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>247.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>247.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>242.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>243.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grand Mean ($\bar{X}_n$) = 244.13

Total WR Variance ($S^2_{wr}$) = 7.225  
Variance of Daily Means ($B^2$) = 8.88

Total WR SD ($S_{wr}$) = 2.69  
SD of Daily Means ($B$) = 2.98

Data used are from the first run of the main protocol example.
DATA CALCULATION SHEET #2. Precision Evaluation Experiment

One Run per Day

Analyte/Concentration  Glucose/High  Device  XYX

Calculation of Total Precision Standard Deviation:

\[ S_{tr}^2 = \frac{B^2}{N} \]

(C10)

\[ S_{tr} = \sqrt{\frac{B^2 + \frac{N - 1}{N} S_{sw}^2}{2}} \]

\[ S_{tr} = \sqrt{8.88 + \frac{1}{2} (7.225)} \]

\[ = 3.53 \]

Calculation of proper number of degrees of freedom for \( S_t \):

\[ I = \# \text{ of days} = 20 \]

(C11)

\[ ME = S_{sw}^2 = 7.225 \quad MD = N \cdot B^2 = 17.76 \]

\[ T = \frac{((N - 1) ME + MD)^2}{(N - 1) ME^2 + MD^2} \]

\[ = \frac{(7.225 + 17.76)^2}{(7.225)^2 + (17.76)^2} \]

\[ = 624.25 \]

\[ = 19.21 \]

\[ = 32.49 \]

Use 32 for \( T \).
Summary of Comments and Subcommittee Responses


**General**

1. If the user is modifying the method by using alternative reagents, whose precision claims should the results be compared to? If modifying the method removes the ability to compare to any manufacturer this again calls for the need for analyte specific SD’s that are acceptable. There are no guidelines in this area.

- The experiment described in this document estimates the precision performance parameters of a method. The results should always be compared to the laboratory’s own internal criteria, which may or may not coincide with the manufacturer’s claims, and which should be based on clinical utility defined locally based on population disease prevalence and demographics. A “home brew” method should be judged against these internal criteria. The issue of analyte specific acceptability criteria is not within the scope of this guideline.

2. It is unclear if this protocol should be used in the initial evaluation period or if periodic checks should be performed. The guideline should specify this.

- This document may be used for either purpose, although its original intent was for application during initial evaluations and establishment of precision performance.

3. Overall this document presents a cumbersome and complicated protocol to evaluate precision. It would be very costly and time consuming for the technologists and it is unclear what true benefits are gained by this procedure. On page 2 the guideline discusses that previous precision data were misleading in performance estimates. Providing an example to illustrate the need to conform to this guideline would be useful.

- The subcommittee believes that the analysis of 4 samples per day over a 20-day period represents essentially the minimum amount of data necessary for a good estimation of precision performance, and that this places the minimum burden in cost and labor consistent with good laboratory practice for many types of analytical methods. The protocol was designed to be approximately equivalent to standard quality control methods in terms of number of samples. In the past, clinical evaluations often were performed only for a few days, at which point a decision as to acceptability was made. This did not permit an assessment of the effects of “days” on precision, and subsequent performance of the method was found to be unacceptable, contrary to the decision made on the initial evaluation. In addition, in many cases the computation of the variability was simplified to the point that it was incorrect statistically, and resulted in incorrect decisions. While the subcommittee is aware that the description of the experiment, and the required data calculations and descriptions may appear daunting, the actual conduction of the experiment is well within the bounds of reasonableness for all but the smallest of laboratories and all but the most complex and expensive of methods.

4. It is imperative that manufacturers are performing precision estimates in accordance with these guidelines, otherwise it would be misleading to compare statistics.

- The subcommittee believes manufacturers should: evaluate precision according to a statistically sound experimental design; calculate the summary statistics properly according to standard definitions and theory; provide the user with complete information as to the factors included and excluded in the evaluation experiments within the labeling of the method; and use a consistent definition of terms in reporting results. Any sound experimental design may be used, one of which is described in EP5-A.
The experiment described herein is intended to be the simplest protocol incorporating time effects which exist in all laboratories. Consistent use of defined terms and summary statistics will also permit comparison of claims from manufacturer to manufacturer. For this reason, EP5-A recommends the elimination of terms such as “Day-to-day” and “Between-day” from manufacturer labeling because these terms are ambiguous and often misapplied.

5. The tentative guideline is a valid protocol to determine precision. However, its routine use in the clinical laboratory may not be necessary, and less robust methods might be substituted that do not establish but only validate precision.

- The use of the term “robust” in this comment seems to refer to statistical power, describing the degree of departure from a claim that is detectable by an evaluation experiment of a given number of samples and days. If an experiment uses fewer samples and days, the departure from the claim can be larger and remain undetected. Conversely, increasing the number of replicates and days increases the likelihood that a difference of a given size will be detected, and that smaller differences can be detected.

The subcommittee agrees that a smaller experiment might be appropriate for validating situations where the manufacturer’s claim on precision performance holds, but would be inadequate to detect when the method or device exhibits higher than claimed imprecision. The term “validation” is appropriate when all is acceptable, but when there is a problem, statistical power is the measure of the ability to detect differences. The subcommittee believes the EP5-A experimental protocol incorporates the minimum acceptable power likely to be desired by the laboratory evaluator.

6. We recommend referencing EP10 as a quicker but less robust method for the clinical laboratory to validate the manufacturer’s claim. Many committee members felt that EP5 is more suitable for manufacturer’s evaluation of precision. However, I have always used a similar protocol to EP5 to determine precision, but I have not tested the usefulness of EP10 compared to the more robust EP5.

- EP10 uses fewer days and replicates, but is not intended for validating manufacturer’s claims. See the response to comment 5. EP10 is indeed quicker and less demanding, but its intention is different, in that it provides a preliminary indication of major differences in precision performance that need to be immediately addressed. EP5 is intended as a more complete estimation of precision performance.

7. Throughout the document (as well as others, particularly EP7-P on Interference Testing), both “precision” and “imprecision” are used interchangeably. If I understand your usage of these terms, “imprecision” is what is measured and “precision” relates to the process. These should be clearly identified and distinguished one from the other at the beginning of each document.

- The use of the terms “precision” and “imprecision” are interchangeable and primarily semantic and contextual, not numerical. There have been many attempts to standardize when to use each, but the result is invariably awkward English. The direct statistical analogs to both are the (unambiguous) standard deviation (and CV%), so it would seem that little confusion results from using these terms interchangeably. Readers are referred to NCCLS document NRSCL8—Terminology and Definitions for Use in NCCLS Documents for standardized terminology.

8. The terms “center line,” “warning limits,” and “out-of-control limits” are, at best, only understood by those who have worked in a clinical setting. I have spoken with a number of clinical technicians who were not sure what these terms are, and those of us from other backgrounds are not familiar with them at all. It seems you are leaving the functional definition to the reader. We, and likely other manufacturers, are implementing your guidelines as best we can. In the interest of standardization, it might be useful for your panel to arrive at some agreement regarding their definitions and applications.
Earlier editions of EP5 included an extensive discussion of the use of these routine quality control/quality assurance terms from control charting. These introductions greatly expanded the size of the document, and diverted attention and focus from the actual purpose of the evaluation experiment. Rather than attempt to explain the entire field in this document, it was agreed that the reader should be referred to standard laboratory quality control papers and texts. The subcommittee did not believe it could provide an adequate background and introduction to this area. Also, there are several slightly different definitions and calculation options for these parameters and, rather than provide the reader with a roadmap to these differences, the subcommittee felt it beyond the scope of this document. Laboratory QC procedures were adapted from long-established procedures used in industry. They are covered in most clinical chemistry textbooks. (Also refer to NCCLS document C24—Internal Quality Control Testing: Principles and Definitions.)

9. I agree with everything else in the document regarding number of replicates, runs per day, and the 20 day minimum. Also the rigorous adherence to a balanced design, despite comments to the contrary, and the way the committee resolved the issue of negative variance components. I especially appreciate item 5.3 (13) (page 12), which recommends that manufacturers assist their customers in interpreting the results of a precision experiment. This would be much simpler if the performance claim were an upper value from an uncertainty interval. For example, if the performance claim were the upper limit of a 95%/90% tolerance interval, the user would only have to calculate precision and compare it with the claim, not calculate confidence intervals or perform a Chi-Square test. This would be much more oriented to the needs of the laboratory.

Earlier versions of EP5 incorporated the described approach. What resulted was a variety of limits that unfortunately caused some confusion, since there is a multiplicity of options as to the likelihoods and coverages that can be combined into a claim of this type. Most importantly, it was discerned that such a tolerance limit depends on knowing exactly the size of the users' confirmation experiment. It does not apply if there are more or fewer days or replicates used by the laboratorian. Rather than create such confusion, we concluded that if the experiment provides the point estimate only, then this would be independent of the size of both the establishment and verification experiments, and the point estimate could be validated by any future experiment when the user estimate Ns are properly accounted for in the statistics. We also include an option for a manufacturer to create a simple table for the likely results for a user’s validation results, based on the size of the user experiment. This is based on the concept of a tolerance interval, but the tolerance interval is not an allowable option for the claim itself.

10. I appreciate receiving this standard. I have followed EP5 for a long time; its focus had progressively narrowed to include only the user validation of performance claims and establishing performance capabilities at a single installation. Now it has expanded again to recognize the way EP5 was being used - by manufacturers to establish performance claims for a device or instrument. I guess this is a welcome addition, since there was no such guideline for manufacturers and so there was no real comparability of performance claims for different instruments.

The subcommittee appreciates the comment. The expressed purpose of the document is to introduce some consistency in the use of statistical terminology. It is hoped that in conjunction with NCCLS document EP11, Uniformity of Claims for In Vitro Diagnostic Tests, intermethodology comparisons will be possible for the user.

11. Although the committee tried (and did a good job) to keep the statistics at a simple level without compromising the analyses, it is not obvious the committee had clear in their mind the statistical model and assumptions they used. Thus, it seems the model should be stated in the document. I would prefer the model be given in the text, but would consider it an improvement if it were provided in an appendix. The third choice would be in one of the responses by the committee.
The subcommittee agreed it was not necessary to include the simplistic model involved in this experimental design because it is intended for the nonstatistical user who does not require a customized experimental design. The protocol employs the usual simple two-factor fully nested components of variance model, with replicates nested within runs, which are in turn fully nested within days.

\[ x = \mu + \alpha_i + \beta_j + e_{ijk} \]

\[ \alpha_i \sim n(0, \sigma^2_{d}), \quad \beta_j \sim n(0, \sigma^2_{R}), \quad e \sim n(0, \sigma^2_{e}) \]

12. This document recommends running pooled samples at medical decision levels for 20 days (2 replicates per 2 runs; \(n=80\)). For some analytes, it is not possible to obtain pooled samples which are stable for 20 days. For example, whole blood is used for some assays, such as hemoglobin, glycated hemoglobin, etc. In the case of some enzymes (LDH), material stability is very limited in any storage condition. What would you recommend to estimate precision with a similar statistical power for these analytes?

Is it acceptable to run more runs per day to achieve a precision estimate (total \(n=80\))? How many replicates may be included in a run without diminishing the statistical value of the estimate? For example:

Batch analyzer can run 10 samples. A pool is stable for 4 days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment 1</th>
<th>Experiment 2</th>
<th>Experiment 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 replicates</td>
<td>5 replicates</td>
<td>2 replicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 runs</td>
<td>4 runs</td>
<td>10 runs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 days</td>
<td>4 days</td>
<td>4 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiment described in the comment can be used to estimate imprecision in the case of analytes or test materials of limited stability. It would make calculations easier to have the same number of runs and replicates for each of the experiments. There are many designs appropriate for these situations (e.g., balanced incomplete blocks, balanced complete blocks) which can be found in standard statistical textbooks on experimental design. These designs are beyond the intended scope of this document, since the calculations are more complex and may require special statistical software to compute the proper components of variance.

Section 1.1

13. In the second paragraph I recommend including "specimen" as an example of a typical user modification. Precision for urine specimens may be different than for serum specimens, for example. The sentence could read: "Examples of typical modifications are the use of specimens, reagents..."

The term "specimen sources" has been added to the list.

Section 1.2.1

14. Proper evaluation also requires having pre-established criteria for acceptable performance, and statistically valid data analysis procedures. I recommend that these be added to the list of requirements.

The primary purpose of this guideline is to define a procedure and corresponding statistical applications to estimate precision. We agree, the user should have pre-established requirements for precision so that objectivity can be maintained in making a decision on whether the precision that is estimated is acceptable for the user's specific application(s). These requirements may vary from user to user. The process of defining these criteria is beyond the scope of this particular
guideline. However, we have provided a process whereby the user may compare the estimated precision to the manufacturer’s claims.

15. Requirements (1) and (2) could be combined into one statement: "Sufficient time to become familiar with the mechanics of operation and maintenance of the device, and with the steps of the evaluation protocol."

- The subcommittee believes that separating the points adds emphasis to the differences between the two objectives.

16. Requirement (4) could be better worded; it is actually two requirements: 1) appropriate experimental design to evaluate long-term variables, and 2) collecting sufficient data for a reliable estimate. I suggest: "An appropriate experimental design so that precision estimates reflect long-term performance of the device during routine use in the laboratory." and "Sufficient data to provide a reliable estimate of total system variability."

- The wording of this section has been modified to express these concepts.

Section 1.2.4

17. Monitoring 2 separate runs with a minimum of two test samples at 2 concentration levels generally defines the quality control protocol used in most laboratories. I would question why the data collection on QC could not be used rather than going to the expense of adding samples in addition to QC.

- Data collection identical to QC can indeed be used to estimate imprecision. That is the way this experiment is designed. The evaluator should be examining the data from every run, and comparing the results to expected values in order to confirm that the system/device is stable. The reason for the recommendation is that this stability assessment is complicated if only a single type of test material is employed (i.e., just using QC materials).

Section 1.2.6

18. This section states, "single run to estimate...[entails] significant risk." Does this mean the probability is high of a poor estimate or the consequences if it should occur is severe? If the former, then what are "usual operating parameters" and how can they be identified before doing the experiment? In both cases, what does that say about one run of: a) patient sample; b) proficiency test; c) quality control?

- The statement in question is not intended to assess the consequences to decision-making of an errant estimate. It is merely a statement of the likelihood of an unrepresentative run being mistaken for typical performance because of (1) the high variability of the estimate and (2) the lack of power inherent in ignoring the possibility that within-run imprecision estimates will differ from run to run. Thus the EP5 protocol suggests that the traditional "single-run-of-20" method of estimating within-run imprecision may be better replaced by the multiple run pooled estimate. It is not necessary to know beforehand what the "usual operating parameters" are, nor identify them before doing the experiment, but merely realize that a single run may not give you the correct picture of what they are. The problem with single-run estimates of within-run imprecision is not extrapolated to the behavior of the method on unknowns, PTs or QC samples. This is estimated by the total imprecision which includes run factors, and is the entire point of EP5-A.

19. Another issue is the use of the word estimate. There appears to be a confounding between estimate and estimator. The latter is a rule for the former. Unless it is a degenerate rule (one that has only one value), statistical estimators are NOT values but equations or formulas. Thus, an estimator cannot be correct or incorrect for estimating except in one sense. If one is referring to a particular estimator, e.g., by name, then one can say that a particular equation is not the one with that name. That is, one can ask, "Is this the correct equation for that estimator?" The
question, "Is this the correct estimator for estimating?" is nonsense. Estimates, on the other hand, are correct or incorrect in the sense that they either match what they are estimates of or they do not. Unfortunately, when we estimate we usually don’t know the correct value (if we did, why estimate) so, in these cases we can’t know whether an estimate is correct.

The reason for raising this issue is that this confounding could explain the problem discussed in Section 1.2.6. When using statistical estimators to estimate parameters, it should be recognized that all statistical analyses are based on statistical models that consist of an equation of the random variables and an assumption of the probability distribution of those random variables. No model is cited in this document nor are they often cited in the clinical chemistry literature when discussing the various types of precision estimators. Perhaps this has lead to the confusion - and leads to the next type of comment.

The distinction made by the commentor between the two terms is not universally accepted. The term "correctness" is evaluated in statistics by a host of measures about an estimator, (e.g., bias, efficiency, robustness, admissibility). The subcommittee believes that adding a distinction between these terms would confuse most readers. As for the model used for this experimental design, it is the simplest of nested random effects two-factor models. This model was described in earlier versions of EP5 and subsequently deleted to make the guideline more palatable to the general reader.

Section 1.3.2

20. This section states, "detect small deviations from claimed performance." Should this be relatively small deviations? If precision is poor, even 100 df can have less power than 10 df with good precision. This is especially critical given that the next paragraph mentions "clinically important departures."

This change has been incorporated in EP5-A.

Section 2.1

21. In this section, and Sections 4.1 and 4.3.1, the experiment can be no better than the homogeneity and stability of the test material. The diffuse and vague references to test material should be consolidated and succinct statement provided, i.e.: "Aliquots of test material (human derived control material or patient sera) should be pooled, mixed to homogeneity, aliquoted, and stored frozen at a temperature known to stabilize the analyte. Each frozen aliquot should be thawed, remixed, and stored prior to analysis by a strict protocol known to maintain analyte homogeneity and stability.

It is agreed that the test material defines the limits with which an experiment can be expected to estimate the method imprecision. However, the more specific the definition of the test material and its appropriate handling procedures, the less universal the description will be. Not all materials can be frozen nor do they need to be so for the purposes of this experiment. Not all materials need to be of human origin.

22. This section states, "until operator can confidently operate the device." Should this have an operational definition, i.e., what is meant by "confidently"? Operational definitions could be useful at other places: page 4, section 3.4, "reasonably agree"; page 5, section 3.6, "considerable discrepancy."

The wording has been changed to “competently.” As for the others, the subcommittee believes that these (admittedly subjective) assessments are best left to the judgment of competent laboratory supervisors.
Section 3.4

23. The requirement is stability of error conditions (baseline or non-baseline) during the experiment. This important point should be stated succinctly. The experiment may be performed because the device is suspected of improper operation.

- The subcommittee has incorporated the phrase "operating in a stable condition" into EP5-A.

Section 3.7

24. Would "Detection of Outliers" be better placed in the next section since it is to be applied to the precision evaluation experiment and not the protocol familiarization period?

- The subcommittee has moved Section 3.7 to 4.7 in EP5-A.

Section 4.2

25. The guideline indicates single reagent lot and calibration. How could you arrive at total precision unless these factors are taken into account? This is particularly true for the calibration component which can be a major contributor in precision statistics. Also lot to lot variations would be important for those tests that are not calibrated such as enzymes.

- The document has been modified in several places to indicate the limitations on interpretation of evaluations which employ only a single reagent lot or calibration cycle, as well as limited numbers of devices and operators. This will hopefully permit use of these guidelines for widely diverse purposes by both laboratorians and manufacturers. Labeling of results mandates disclosure of each such factors included in the evaluations.

Section 4.6.2

26. In item (1), given that there is debate over how to estimate SD’s and they form the basis for QC limits and procedure, shouldn’t this be more specific?

- Not all laboratory QC procedures use standard deviations, and in fact the origins of quality control did not use them at all (ranges were used). Many modern QC systems use more robust estimates of spread such as adaptive filtering, Bayesian procedures, CUSUM’s, etc. The subcommittee does not feel the references to QC should attempt to override established procedures at the study site, nor restrict the types of QC that should be used.

27. Item (3) states, "determine cause [of out-of-control] and repeat the run." Should this say "determine cause, eliminate and [then] repeat the run"?

- Item (3) now states, “...determine the cause, eliminate the offending point, and then repeat the run.”

28. Item 5 states "if the previously acceptable results are now unacceptable, continue the experiment...", suggesting that data be discarded. What data should be discarded? The individual datum? The replicates of the concentration level (my choice)? The entire run containing the unacceptable data (re: item #3, p. 7)?

- The laboratorian is free to choose whichever option reflects the QC practice in the individual laboratory. Any of the options suggested here are acceptable, although eliminating only the problem analyte pair at the offending concentration has been added to the recommendation.
29. Item 61 suggests to "maintain record of the number of rejected runs." I think this is an excellent idea if the data are used to improve. Given that nothing is done with this information, why include it? Or, could something be added to reflect the value of this information?

- It is assumed that if a manufacturer is using this document for a regulatory submission, the regulatory agency would require such documentation. If a user is performing an acceptability check on a new method, this information will be useful in discussions with the manufacturer should apparent problems arise as a result of the evaluation. Improvement is not an issue herein, since this is not a quality control situation where the data have informational value for process control. This statement is included in EP5-A for these eventualities.

30. Statistical quality control charts are discussed on page 7 of the document. The protocol suggests that these be created after collecting data for five days and re-evaluated every five days thereafter. If is not clear, however, just what is discarded when an out-of-control condition is observed. Most often, several concentration levels of analyte are included with each run. Are you, indeed, recommending all data from the run be discarded or only the offending replicates?

- This has been clarified in this version. Only the data from the offending analyte and level needs to be removed. Only the offending replicates should be discarded in an evaluation experiment. Unlike a quality control situation, there is no power during this initial evaluation to determine a link between these results and the run integrity, nor is there any need to preserve patient safety by discarding the whole run. Each level is unto itself in this experiment (unless operational assignable causes are apparent to reject the entire run), and the "replace" rules work just like outlier rules.

31. I recognize that the choice of "every five days" is somewhat arbitrary. If one stays with the five-day period and data are discarded during the reevaluation, it seems the protocol would add another re-evaluation before an additional five days have elapsed. In other words, if one day's data are discarded after fifteen days, it seems the data should be re-evaluated again the following day, the "new" fifteenth day.

- At this time, the subcommittee believes it is unnecessary to specify how this is done. Either version is acceptable.

Section 4.7.2 (Section 4.8.2 in EP5-A)

32. "B" in equation 3 could be explained. Is this the estimate of the day to day precision?

- In equation 3, the "B" is the uncorrected between-day component that has not yet been adjusted for the fact that it contains contributions from days, runs, and within-run sources. In the past, this equation has been incorrectly used as an estimate of what was also erroneously labeled "day-to-day" resulting in invalid statistics. The subcommittee believed it best not to define what "B" is, but simply to use it in the calculations. There is a reference, immediately below this equation to Appendix A that describes how to calculate the correct components.

33. This comment refers to the use of Satterthwaite's approximation to the degrees of freedom of an additive model of mean squares. Eq. 4, page 10, section 4.7.2 is

\[ S_T^2 = S_{dd}^2 + S_{rr}^2 + S_{wr}^2 \]

This implies a linear model of the form described above except with no interaction between the Day and Run factors. That is, the linear model could be \( x_{ij} = \mu + \alpha_i + \epsilon_{ij} \). This raises the question: why is there no interaction factor? Is it assumed to be zero (0)? If so, the data do not
support this assumption. Look at the Table 3 (in final question in this section). It is the interaction that is statistically significant.

- The commentator is referred to the responses to similar questions below. Interaction terms are generally not included in nested Model II ANOVAs. Such a term in an alternative model does not indicate that the factor has any physical significance. The variation ascribed to “interaction” in this comment is included in the total imprecision estimates and the runs and days factor components. See also the statistical treatment suggested at the end of this section as an alternative calculating method which does consider possible interaction effects.

Section 4.8.2 (Section 4.9.2 in EP5-A)

34. It states that the "user cannot assume that all observations are independent." Why not? Which ones are not independent of each other? In the unstated model of this document, if the Day and Run factors are additive (Eq. 4), don’t they have to be independent of each other? If not, shouldn’t there be a covariance term in the model? These questions are not answerable until the model on which the EP5-T2 analyses is based is known. On the same page, it states "[Eq. 4] is correct way to estimate…because it properly weights the…components." Given that the interaction term is missing, is this a valid inference?

- Interaction terms are usually assumed to not be physically possible in a fully nested model, and are almost never included in the variance components (ANOVA TYPE II) model used for this document. Interaction really has no meaning in almost all situations where the random effects nested model is used, although if someone can point out a reasonable physical model that includes interactions, the subcommittee will consider modifying the model.

The commentator appears to be confusing the lack of independence of data points with independence and additivity of the factors themselves. The subcommittee strongly believes the simple model has been found to apply in every situation the subcommittee is aware of in the application of this type of experiment. Observations in a nested model with a significant day effect are clearly not independent, since all observations within a day will be highly correlated. The same is true of runs. The statements in the document refer to this lack of independence in the observations, which also generates the need for Satterthwaite’s formula.

35. The guideline should include a list of analyte specific acceptable SDs. I feel this guideline drops the ball at this point after putting the laboratory through hoops to arrive at this information.

- We appreciate the importance of this question, but we believe it is beyond the scope of our immediate purpose to define a protocol with statistical applications appropriate to the estimation of precision. In reality, the definition of “acceptable SDs” is a somewhat individual one, depending on specific laboratory situation and applications for a given test. The answers to this question have been fairly controversial and have been the subject of many conferences and proceedings, such as the Aspen Conference sponsored by the CAP in 1976, and the more recent conference on “Accuracy and Precision Goals in Clinical Chemistry” sponsored by the AACC in 1992. Other definitions on acceptable performance are the recommendations of the National Cholesterol Education Program (CV (3% and Bias (3%) and the requirements for proficiency testing defined by HCFA in response to CLIA ’88 regulations, where maximum error (regardless of whether it is due to bias or imprecision) is defined for about 125 tests. One must then define how such a maximum error can be related to maximum SD or maximum CV. Such relationships between maximum error defined for acceptable proficiency testing and maximum SD or CV have been discussed by Westgard and Burnett (Clin Chem. 1990; 36: 1629-1632) and by Ehrmeyer, Laessig, et. al (Clin Chem. 1990; 36: 1736-1740).

36. In equation 6, why are the degrees of freedom approximated by Satterthwaite’s equation when they can be determined exactly? The reason that it "cannot be assumed that all observations are independent," doesn’t make sense. Which observations may not be independent? If they are
the within-run replicates, then $S_{wr}$ also requires an approximation for the degrees of freedom. If
they are the run-to-run or day-to-day, why these but not the replicates within a run? And, how
is that possible?

- Satterthwaite's formula is a complicated but necessary part of analyzing the data from a nested
components of variance (or mixed) model ANOVA experimental design. In short, it is designed to
estimate the correct number of degrees of freedom based on the ratio of the size of the day-to-day
component (or runs component) to that of the within-run component. If there is a large day effect,
this sharply reduces the actual number of degrees of freedom the data contributes to the estimate
of total imprecision. In the extreme case, if all data within a day are identical, but different on
different days, then you have only (number of days – 1) degrees of freedom for total variance.
Increasing the number of observations within a day contributes nothing to the estimate. It would
then be incorrect to assume that you have (number of data points – 1) degrees of freedom. It is
a case where you cannot determine in advance how many degrees of freedom you have, but must
determine it from the data itself. For many analytic methods (such as RIA, micro-titer plate
ELISAs) that perform calibration within each run, these day-to-day effects are replaced by run-to-
run effects, and are often the major contributor to overall variation. In such cases, Satterthwaite's
formula is absolutely necessary. On the other hand, the evaluation of unitary devices generally
does not need Satterthwaite's correction, since days and runs do not physically affect results. The
within-run estimate cannot be corrected and is not necessary; it is a pure estimate unconfounded
with any other component. As far as the independence of the observations, see the response
above. When days or runs are significant, it is obvious that the data are not independent.

Section 5.1/5.2

37. I believe that the requirements for establishing claims and for verifying claims are vastly different.
It is not logical to recommend the exact same process to establish performance claims at the
factory and to verify those claims in the lab. Performance claims must be established with a great
deal more rigor than a test of those claims. This places an unnecessary burden on the laboratory,
both to accurately establish performance capabilities and to compare these with the manufacturer
claims. Perhaps EP5 should revert to user evaluation only, and reserve performance claims for
the Subcommittee on Uniformity of Claims.

This concern centers on Sections 5.1 and 5.2. These sections allow manufacturers to base their
performance claims on the results from a single experiment. ("The manufacturer may choose to
employ a single reagent lot, calibration cycle, device, and operator for a minimum of 20 days to
estimate total precision.") The preceding and ensuing comments suggest that the Subcommittee
recognized that this could lead to artificially low estimates, but opted to allow the single
experiment anyway. The statement that this "...increases the risk that individual laboratories
may not be able to achieve similar results in their laboratories."...is correct, but not likely to apply
because of the wide statistical limits of the Chi-Square test.

One small point is that if the protocols to establish claims and to verify claims are the same, it is
not appropriate to use the Chi-Square test to compare the two estimates. This test assumes that
the performance claim is a constant (absent any statistical error), which cannot be true if it were
established with the same protocol as the test variance. The Chi Square test is appropriate for
this standard only if the performance claims have much lower variance than the lab estimate;
otherwise an F test is appropriate.

The sentences allowing a single device, calibration, and reagent lot should be omitted entirely
from 5.1, for reasons stated above and for the reasons mentioned in the document. It should be
mandatory that manufacturer claims be based on an adequate sampling of instruments, reagent
lots, and calibration cycles to assure that these important sources of variability have been
accurately estimated. The first paragraph of Section 5.2 should be omitted, and the second
paragraph expanded. I would prefer to see tolerance limits used for performance claims; however,
the stated recommendation to pool results from different instruments would be an acceptable alternative.

- This comment represents a series of possible alternatives to the evaluation experiment, many of which existed in previous versions of this document and which were converted into the present form by the consensus process. As in responses to previous comments in this section, the allowance of a single reagent lot, etc. is to permit the separation of: intrinsic method performance under ideal circumstances (which represents best possible) allowing only method factors to influence the precision results, from method application expected performance long-term, adding in reagent lot, instruments/kits, calibrators, calibrations, and many other factors involved in the routine use of the method.

The minimum experiment can produce only the lower bound on imprecision performance, which if unacceptable, is easily grounds for rejecting the method. The subcommittee agrees that manufacturers should evaluate many such factors, and convey to the user the scope of the performance testing that went into the claims in the labeling. It is not the purpose of this document to provide this guidance. The subcommittee does not agree that chi-square testing is invalid in this particular case — when a claim is made, the interpretation is that it is a parameter, not an estimate, and the manufacturer must pay the penalty if there are too few degrees of freedom. The way to ensure this is to use chi-square instead of F. It is the philosophical point of the force of a claim, not the strict theoretical form that dictates the conservative approach chosen for this guideline. It also greatly simplifies the testing procedure to use an imputed infinite number of denominator degrees of freedom.

Section 5.3

38. The number of instruments/devices (9) and calibration cycles and lots (11) should be stated and not listed as optional.

- The subcommittee agrees and they are now specified, which is consistent with the recommendations made in EP11.

Table 3

39. On page 17, "j" is run number index in text, so perhaps an upper case "J" should be used for "number of runs within a day."

- This change has been incorporated in EP5-A.

Appendix A

40. Data sheet No. 1 on page 20 only has room for 16 runs! This is obviously a formatting error. Can it be corrected before the next reprinting?

- This change has been incorporated in EP5-A.

Appendix B

41. Upon reviewing the guideline I noticed an error in your data. I was attempting to recalculate your number from the original data listed on page 26 and the numbers did not come out. On further review of the table, I noticed that the problem was on Run 1 on Day 9. The two results from that day are 234 and 239 but the mean is recorded as 241. It appears that the 234 should actually be 243 and that it was transcribed wrong on the table. If 243 is used, then all numbers come out.

- This change has been incorporated in EP5-A.
42. It would appear that the mean of Run 2, day 10 should be 243.

- This change has been incorporated in EP5-A.

43. I believe there is an error on Data Sheet #1. The mean of run 1, day 9 should be 235.5, which would make the daily mean 240.5. These connections, in turn, effects the calculations on Data Sheet #2 and #3.

- This has been corrected by the change in raw data (see Comment 41).

44. On Data sheet 4, perhaps a note about the interpolation of the $x^2$ critical value for $S_{T}$; if 99% $x^2$ values are not used, why include them on p. 15?

- At this time, the subcommittee believes any effective discussion of interpolation would only confuse the reader. It was decided to leave this discussion out — hopefully users have access to more extensive tables, or may be able to look up interpolation rules in standard math/statistical textbooks. For the chi-squared critical values table, some users may prefer the 99% level, particularly when evaluating many analytes from the same experiment.

Appendix C

45. In C1.1.2, "degrees of freedom...1(Ix(N-1)" is missing a matching parenthesis.

- This has been corrected in EP5-A.

46. In section C1.2.2, why is it labeled "Within Run SD" when total precision is being calculated and is the verb "is" missing?

- This has been corrected in EP5-A.

47. In section C1.2.3, "only way to obtain" seems extreme given that Satterthwaite's equation is an approximation based on certain assumptions — other approximations are derivable from those assumptions and other assumptions.

- The qualifier is added for emphasis to underscore the invalidity of the simpler traditional estimates for number of degrees of freedom. Given the anticipated level of statistical experience of the readership of this document, we concluded that it would not be advantageous to go into the more complex models for what was designed as a simple general experiment. More sophisticated users, particularly manufacturers, are encouraged to develop more elaborate models and evaluations that assess more factors than are covered in this document.

48. Please note: A detailed discussion was received that compared the study design of EP5 (ANOVA Type II) which does not include an interaction factor with an ANOVA model that does incorporate an interaction component (interaction between runs and days). The complexity of this discussion goes beyond the functionality of this document and hence was not printed. However, those interested in the complete detailed discussion may contact the NCCLS Executive Offices for a copy of EP5-T2 comment number 48.

- Both study designs have merit. The fact that EP5-A does not include an interaction component in the study design does not preclude manufacturers or others developing new assays from using such a study design with interactions, especially in their research and development phases. Interactions should be identified early, and eliminated or minimized as the test system design is being developed. The primary intent of EP5 is to serve as a tool for the user to estimate precision, not during the design phase, but at the end of the whole development process, when system design has been fixed. Of course, the manufacturer has interests in using EP5 (not in design) but to use EP5 to develop claims against which the user can make comparisons. Consequently, it is
the recommendation of the subcommittee that models with interaction should be used most effectively as a research and development tool, while the model without interaction allows the separation of variability into those components that relate to the practical day to day laboratory operation.

49. The following comment was received from an NCCLS Industry Member during the 60-day delegate vote:

In Section 1.1, the wording of the second paragraph indicates that this procedure (the EP5-A protocol) should be employed when a modification occurs to a medical device that affects performance. The authors then specifically cite the use of control products not recommended by the manufacturer as an example of such modification. It is our feeling that the wording in Section 1.1 implies to the reader that they must use the control products provided by the manufacturer or submit to the complexities of this (EP5-A) study. It is our opinion that labs will opt not to do the EP5-A study in a situation that involves only use of control products not recommended by the manufacturer. Essentially, this wording favors one class of products (those made by the manufacturer) and potentially restricts competition and could affect the business of third party suppliers of control products.

The above wording in Section 1.1 has been retained as originally stated. EP5-A permits the use of any material that the laboratory wishes (see also Section 4.3.1) to estimate performance. The laboratory is free to make comparisons to either internal medical requirements for precision or to manufacturer’s claims (see Equation 7 in EP5-A). The issue raised is only valid when a manufacturer has specified that their own control product must be used a part of the device “system.” Since most manufacturers do not lock their customers into a specific quality control material, most customers are free to use any quality control material of their choosing. Those manufacturers that do specify a control product probably do so with good reason, in which case a substitution should be validated by the laboratory.
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